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v present invention relates to improvements 
the general class oi metallic receptacles of the 

garbage handling type, and more speci?cally to 
a ground supported and non-upsetting garbage 
can having a ?xed base for supporting and re 
taining the portable can in upright position, and 
frornwhich base the can may readily be lifted for 
handling in the disposal of garbage or other con 
tents. While the portable receptacle or can and 
its ?xed supporting base in which the can is 
vnested may be utilized for various purposes, the 
base is especially designed for use at, or above, 
the ground level as in a back yard, or the base 
may ‘be, installed ?ush with a pavement adjacent 
the curb of a street. In either position the 
base is adapted to receive and retain the lower 
portion cf the portable can or receptacle, and 
the can and the base are equipped with coact 
ing rrictionally engaged means that prevent ac— 
cidental overturning or upsetting of the can 
while supported in the base, thus insuring a sta 
bilized and sanitary receptacle for the garbage 
or other material. 
The portable receptacle and the ?xed base each 

includes a minimum number of parts that may 
with facility be manufactured at low cost of pro 
duction, the base may be installed with ease, and 
the can may be manipulated with convenience in 
mounting as well as in dismounting to and from 
the ‘base. 
The invention consists in certain novel fea 

tures of construction and combinations and ar 
rangements of parts as will hereinafter be de 
scribed detail and more particularly set forth 

the-appended claims. 
:In; the accompanying drawings we have illus 

trated a complete example of a physical embodi 
merit of our invention in which the parts are 
combined and arranged in accord with one mode 
we have devised for the practical application of 
the principles of our invention. It will however 
be understood that changes and alterations are 
contemplated and may be made in theseexampli 
?ying drawings and mechanical structures, with 

the $9011? 9? our claims, Without departing from 
the principles. 9:1" the invention-1 ' 

Figure-1 is View in elevation Showing. a me 
tallic receptacle in which our invention is physi 
cally embodied‘; and 'Figure 2 is a bottom plan 
view of the receptacle. 
‘Figure 3 is a plan view .of .a base in which our 

invention isinvolvied; and Figure 4 is an. enlarged 
fragmentary sectional view of the base. 1 

Figure 5 is an assembly view partly in eleva 
tion and broken away for convenience of illus 
tration. 
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Figure .6 is a plan view of a modi?ed formv 0f 
the base; and Figure 7 is a section thereoiat 
line 1-1. 
In order that the general arrangement and 

utility of parts may readily be understood, we 
have depicted a sheet metal can C, having the 
usual bail B ‘for handling purposes, together with 
a customary lid L and its. handle H. 
In the process of manufacture the lower end 

of the cylindrical wall of the canis fashioned 
with a depending ?ange or skirt vl projecting 
below a slightly elevated and ?anged bottom 2 
that is welded or otherwise secured within the 
can, and the skirt is braced or reinforced by 
means of a number of radially arranged .anddi 
ametrically disposed vanes or blades 3 that are 
‘welded or attached in desired manner to the 
underside of .the. elevated bottom and to the inner 
face of the skirt. 

Preferably, the lower annular edge Qf the skirt 
is serrated or scalloped, as at .4, and these serra 
tions, when fashioned on the skirt, in addition 
to providing a wear-edge for the skirt, alsov per 
form the functions of cutters for looseningac 
cumulated dirt or debris in the ?xed. supporting 
base-of the can. 
The upper portion of the. skirt is equipped 

with an annular shoulder, head, or collar, locat 
ed preferably on the exterior .of the skirt, which 
seats on the ?xed base and provides a support 
for the can. In this speci?c form of the inven 
tion the annular supporting shoulder includes an 
exterior annular band- 5 and itslaterally prnject 
ins’ head 6., and the exterior, shoulder reacts with 
the interior ?anged bottom .of the can in pro 
riding a stable support on the can that seats, on 
the upper face of the ?xed base. 
We have illustrated the base 1 as a. rectangular 

, block of concrete molded to shape, with a, central 
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opening 8 that not only economizes in the ma 
terial. used, but in addition the opening 8. pro 
vides a space to receive a ?ller of soil or other 
material, even with the upper face of the base. 
The continuous, or annularv groove. 9 in. the up 

per face of‘ the. base is of sui?cient depth to. re 
ceive, the skirt, with the serrated edge- of the 
skirt terminating just above the bottom of. the 
groove, and the weight-of thecan being, supported 
by the annular‘shoulder While the skirt is nested 

» in the slot or groove. The-annular slot or groove 
is of ample width tor ready insertion- into, and 
easy Withdrawal .Of the skirt from, ‘the ‘base; and 
su?icient clearance for the skirt is provided in 
the grove to permit a slight tilting of the can, as 
indicated by dotted lines in Fig. 5. Thus, in the 
event the nested can is accidentally bumped by 
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a pedestrian, or by a dog running down the street, 
the can may be tilted slightly to absorb the force 
of the bump without being dislodged, upset, or 
overturned, due to the retention of the skirt 
within the groove or slot. 
To accommodate the radially extending braces 

3 on the underside of the elevated bottom of the 
can, the base is fashioned with a number of 
radially arranged grooves II) in its upper face, 
complementary to the braces; and these radially 
arranged grooves, which open into the annular 
slot or groove 9, also provide clean-out passages 
through which the dirt or debris may be scraped 
from the annular slot after it has been loosened 
by action of the serrated skirt as the can is 
turned in the annular groove. ' 
Because of its heavy weight, a concrete base, 

when properly set in the ground, may provide 
. ample rigidity as a support for the can or metal 
lic receptacle; while under other conditions addi 

' tional anchoring means are provided for stabiliz 
ing and rigidly retaining the installed base. 
As here indicated the base may be anchored 

L by'the use of bolt holes I I that are countersunk 
@at l2 and adapted to receive spikes 13 having 
heads M, which spikes are passed ‘through the 
holes anddriven into the ground for anchoring 
the base, and the lower ends of the spikes prefer 

. ably are, out-curved to insure a more tenacious 
fastening oranchorage for the base. 
While we have herein illustrated and described 

I a satisfactory arrangement of parts at the skirt 
‘ or bottom portion of the metallic can, it will be 
.understood that the annular supporting shoul 

1. der or head of the can may be fashioned in 
I other suitable manner, as for instance in Fig. 7, 
the metal of the bead may be crimped around 1 

. an annular wirel5 to form the supporting shoul 
_ der or bead. 

The slightly elevated bottom of the can may or 
' may not be equipped with radial braces, the ser 
' rated bottom of the skirt may be optional, and 
f as indicated in Fig. 7 the can may have a cor 
rugated wall. 

In the modi?ed form ofthe base in Figs. 6 
and 7, the hollow metallic and rectangular base 

1 l6 may be manufactured of cast metal, or 
' stamped or pressed from sheet metal, and pro 
vided with an annular series of corrugations at 

" IT in the upper ?at face of the base for rein 
_ forcing purposes. 

In this cast metal, or sheet metal, base an an 
‘ nular depending and integral inner rib l8 forms 
', the annular groove 9a in the flat upper face of the 
‘ base for the reception of the skirt of the can or 
metallic receptacle, and the four radially ar 

-' ranged depressions or grooves Illa curve down 
wardly into the annular groove from the upper 

_ face of the base. 
In addition to the countersunk spike holes 

ll—l2 that receive the fastening spikes, addi 
tional anchoring means are provided for the 
metallic base, and these fastening means may be 

i used singly, or jointly withthe spikes shown in 
Fig. 5. For this purpose the metallic base is 
fashioned with four diagonally arranged anchor 
ing plates as l9 that may be integral with, or 
attached to the base at its bottom portion, and 

_ these plates, or feet project an ample distance 
to provide a stable anchorage for the base. 

, When the base is installed, these radially pro 
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4 
jecting anchors are covered by the surface soil, or 
sidewalk, and the open center of the base may 
be ?lled in with suitable material flush with the 
top of the base and the ground surface. 
The different types of bases here shown may 

be manufactured in various sizes, or they may be 
manufactured with concentric annular grooves 
varying in diameter to accommodate cans of 
different sizes, and in some instances the base 
may be made adjustable for selective use with 
diiferent sizes of cans. 
Having thus fully described our invention, what 

we claim as new and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent is: 

1. The combination with a rigid and ?xed base 
having a flat top and an annular groove in its 
upper face, an open center, and a series of 
radially arranged grooves opening into the an 
nular groove, ofra portable can having an ele 
vated bottom providing a depending skirt for the 
can, a series of radially arranged braces seated in 
the radially arranged grooves and located be 
tween the bottom of the can and its skirt, said 
skirt having a serrated free edge seated in the an 
nular groove, and an exterior annular shoulder 
rigid with the upper portion of the skirt seated 
on the base. 

2. A cylindrical garbage can having a lid and 
a hinged bail, an elevated bottom having an at 
taching ?ange and forming an annular skirt 
having a lower serrated edge, a series of radially 
arranged braces uniting the underside of the 
bottom and the inner face of the skirt, an ex 
terior annular band attached to the skirt adja 
cent to the attaching ?ange, and a laterally pro 
jecting head on said band forming a supporting 

' shoulder for the can. 

CLARENCE L. HUTCHISSON, JR. 
JOHN D. SPAULDING. 
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